The interplay between parasites and their hosts is found in all kinds of species and plays an im-5 portant role in understanding the principles of evolution and coevolution. Usually, the different 6 genotypes of hosts and parasites oscillate in their abundances. The well-established theory of 7 oscillatory Red Queen dynamics proposes an ongoing change in frequencies of the different types 8 within each species. So far, it is unclear in which way Red Queen dynamics persists with more 9 than two types of hosts and parasites. In our analysis, an arbitrary number of types within two 10 species are examined in a deterministic framework with constant or changing population size. This 11 general framework allows for analytical solutions for internal fixed points and their stability. For 12 more than two species, apparently chaotic dynamics has been reported. Here we show that even 13 for two species, once more than two types are considered per species, irregular dynamics in their 14 frequencies can be observed in the long run. The nature of the dynamics depends strongly on the 15 initial configuration of the system; the usual regular Red Queen oscillations are only observed in 16 some parts of the parameter region. 17 Queen, chaos 19 2 20
We stress that these matrices are not chosen to represent a particular biological system. Instead, 100 our approach is to consider more complex models beyond the gene for gene or matching allele 101 models and to analyse their dynamics. The fitness effects represented in the matrices now have to 102 be included in our models. We start with a changing population size approach and then turn to 103 constant population size. The classical Lotka-Volterra dynamics are usually employed to describe predator-prey systems where the prey reproduces at a constant rate and the predator dies at a constant rate (Lotka, 1925; Volterra, 1928) . This allows the population size to change. The predator density is influenced by the abundance of prey and the prey density is influenced by the abundance of predators. The same concept can be applied to host-parasite systems. We assume n different types of hosts and n different types of parasites. The hosts have a constant birth-rate b h and a death rate that is determined by the interactions with the parasite. Conversely, we assume a constant parasite deathrate d p , but a birth rate that depends on the interactions with the hosts. With these assumptions the change of host (h i ) and parasite (p i ) abundance in time can be formulated aṡ
The fitness values f H i and f P i are defined by the interaction matrix and the abundances of the 106 types.
107
Instead of immediately numerically exploring the dynamics for particular parameter sets, we 108 first aim to obtain some general insight. On the boundaries of the state space, we have one fixed 109 point where hosts and parasites are extinct, h i = p i = 0 for all i. In the absence of parasites, the 110 host population will continue to increase in size, whereas a parasite population is not viable in the 111 absence of hosts. In terms of co-existence, it is more interesting to consider potential interior fixed 112 points.
113
For the matching allele model, we have a fixed point where all hosts and parasites have equal 114 abundances, p * i = h * i = n −1 for all i. In this case, the equations completely decouple and each 115 host-parasite pair can evolve independently . Thus, the fixed point is neutrally stable, as for the 116 case of a single host and a single parasite.
117
For the cross-infection model, a host suffers from three parasite types and each parasite type 118 benefits from three host types. The internal fixed point is now h * i = dp 3 and p
In both cases, we again find neutral stability (see supplementary material).
121
In addition, the symmetry of the system leads to a constant of motion. For all three models, the constant of motion is given by (Plank, 1995; Hofbauer and Sigmund, 1998) ,
This implies that the dynamics effectively takes place in a space which has one dimension less.
As before we assume n different types of hosts and n different types of parasites. The relative abundance of host type i is h i , the relative abundance of parasite type i is p i (i = 1, . . . , n). With h and p we denote the vectors of the relative abundances. Thus, we have n i=1 h i = 1 as well as n i=1 p i = 1. We assume that the relative abundances change according to the replicator dynamics (Hofbauer and Sigmund, 1998),
where f H i = M H p i is the host fitness for type i andf H = hM H p is the average fitness of the 124 host population. Similarly, f P i = M P h i is the parasite fitness for type i andf P = pM P h is the 125 average fitness of the parasite population.
126
For example, a system with two hosts and two parasites (n = 2) where matching hosts and parasites have an influence of α 1 = 1 and mismatching pairs exert a smaller fitness effect α 2 = 0.3 with a twofold impact on the host c = 2 would be a system of four differential equations,
There is a constant of motion, as recognized previously (Hofbauer, 1996) 
The existence of such a quantity arises from the symmetry of the system and implies that effectively, more thoroughly. To analyse the regularity of the dynamics further, we visualised trajectories of different initial 169 conditions in Poincaré sections to check for chaotic behaviour (Strogatz, 2000) . Plotting Poincaré 170 sections is a method to analyse dynamic properties of high dimensional systems. This is imple-171 mented by plotting trajectories in a two-dimensional area under certain restrictions (see Fig. 3 ). were found for several initial conditions in a two-person rock-paper-scissors learning game. This is 176 formally closely related to a replicator dynamics host-parasite system with three types. We utilised 177 this approach for our matching allele model and numerically evaluated several initial conditions.
178
As expected from the neutrally stable fixed points, closed and periodic trajectories are found in 179 Figure 3 for most initial conditions. For initial conditions close to the edge of the state space, the 180 trajectories become visibly scattered. 181 Figure 3 : Poincaré sections for a 3-type matching allele replicator dynamics system: The Poincaré sections with restrictions |h 2 − h 1 + p 2 − p 1 | ≤ 0.001 ((a), following Sato et al. (2002)) and | log h 1 h 2 h 3 − log p 1 p 2 p 3 | ≤ 0.001 (b) are plotted. The horizontal and vertical axes are the host type 1, h 1 and parasite type 2, p 2 respectively. Initial conditions for h(0) are as stated in the legend and p(0) = (0.5, 0.25, 0.25) . For initial conditions closer to the fixed point (dark green, blue, purple, see also Fig. 2 b) , the trajectories show periodic behaviour in a higher dimension. For extreme initial conditions, close to the edge of the state space (yellow, light green, see also Fig. 2 a) , the trajectories become chaotic and show a wide spread over the state space. Numerical integration was performed using python's built in odeint function, for 50000 generations.
only trophic +/− interactions (as opposed to mutualism +/+ or competition −/−) promote Red
184
Queen dynamics independent of abiotic factors. This justifies our study of these dynamics in a 185 simple framework without abiotic influence or other types of interactions than trophic. Red Queen 186 dynamics have been repeatedly reported to occur in models with two types, often because two 187 alleles were in focus in the matching allele or gene-for-gene model (Schmid-Hempel and Jokela, 188 2002; Frank, 1993b; Flor, 1956; Agrawal and Lively, 2002; Song et al., 2015) . , 2001; Koskella and Lively, 2009; Luijckx et al., 2014) . Rabajante et al.
192
(2015) numerically investigated such host-parasite systems with multiple types. We study host-193 parasite coevolution with three successively complicated interaction matrices in frameworks with 194 more than two types where both constant and changing population size models can be justified 195 (MacArthur, 1970) . 196 We allow for n different interaction parameters in the most general payoff matrix. It is an 197 advantage to be able to calculate specific outcomes with analytically derived statements and not 198 have to rely entirely on numerical integration with fixed parameters and fixed initial conditions.
199
For the same reason, we focus on a deterministic framework, allowing broad predictions. Eventu-200 ally, one also has to include stochastic effects, which can have decisive impact on coevolutionary 201 dynamics, in particular when the dynamics reaches the edges of the state space where extinction of Mathematical Biology 34:675-688.
